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Playing a string instrument takes a combination of left-hand finger techniques, righthand bow techniques, and the ability to create a good sound, or tone, on the instrument. The
tone of the cello is the reason why many people, young and old, decide to play the instrument.
Tone is also the aspect of playing that takes the longest time, and is often the hardest, to
develop. Many times, tone is overlooked in favor of the belief that good tone will develop
naturally as students play more and become more skilled in their playing. Cellist Lynn Harrell
stated that tone in cello playing comes from having “a well-developed apparatus of first finger,
wrist, forearm and the muscles along the right side of the spine” (Harrell, 2015, p. 70). The
sooner the development of these muscles is started in a cellist’s practicing, the more aware the
cellist will be of how their muscles are used when playing.

Right-hand Technique
The right hand of the cello is in control of the bow and guides the bow across the strings
through a combination of large and small muscle movements. From the start of instruction, the
movement of the bow is what most easily affects and changes the tone of the cello. Orlando
Cole, teacher and cellist with the Curtis String Quartet said, “The teacher sets the example. He
should demonstrate the varieties of tone qualities, good and bad, by bowing closer or further
from the bridge; by exerting greater or less pressure; and by quicker or slower speed of the
bow” (Applebaum & Applebaum, 1972, p. 286). Though Cole uses the word ‘pressure’ when
talking about the bow on the string, a more modern word used is ‘weight’ as pressure can for
some students give the false implication of pressing down with the bow and cause tension in
the arm.

Brief Discussion of Bow Hold
The cello bow hold should be as relaxed and close to a natural hand shape as possible.
German cellist Friedrich Dotzauer “developed a bow grip at the frog that incorporated rounded,
relaxed wrist and finger motions. Stressing the relationship between an outwardly bent thumb
and mobility” (Walden, 1998, p. 93). The popular blog, CelloBello, has a detailed but concise
description of how to create the cello bow hold:
Drop your hand open, letting it fall from your bent wrist. The space between
your fingers will be natural and tension free. This position is the basis of a
healthy bow grip. If your fingers are bunched, your hand will feel weak. If your
fingers are too far apart, your hand will feel tense. Thumb joints should be
movable, not indented or locked. Musical situations require various degrees of
firmness in the grip. The thumb must work more as you move away from the
frog. When at the frog, be sure to release the grip. The more engaged the
thumb, the more you block wrist and finger motion--be careful not to 'oversqueeze.' Index finger should feel lazy and heavy in big playing. ("Lazy" is imagery
used to keep from actively pressing or squeezing the bow.) This is the primary
finger for transferring arm weight into the cello. In certain strokes and for the
bow changes at the frog, we may roll the weight to other fingers more towards
the back of the hand (Katz, 2011, para. 2).
Each cellist’s bow hold will be slightly different due to having different-sized hands and
different perceptions of what feels loose and relaxed when playing. There should never be pain

in the fingers, palm, back of hand, or thumb when playing. If pain is present that should be an
indication for the cellist to adjust and relax their bow hold.

Movement of Arm
After movement from the back, which is discussed later, the shoulder and armpit are
the second largest muscle group movement used when playing the cello. As the bow moves to
the tip the shoulder opens, and as the bow moves towards the frog, the shoulder closes. Cellists
should ensure that their shoulder is not rising towards their ear as they play. This restricts the
freedom of movement and is a sign of tension in the body. Opening the elbow helps keep the
bow straight on the string as the shoulder opens to move the bow towards the tip. On up bows,
the elbow closes as the shoulder does, following the movement of the larger muscle groups.
The wrist moves in a form of countermotion compared to the movement of the shoulder and
elbow. As the bow moves toward the tip, the wrist bends out so the palm would be facing away
from the body if it was exaggerated. The wrist bends ‘in’ as the bow moves to the frog, but this
movement is not exaggerated and is a subtle movement. The fingers are the final movement in
the arm. The fingers are used to round out bow changes and are used in very short, quick
strokes. In a transition from down bow to up bow, as the shoulder and elbow change directions,
the fingers finish the extension so there is a smooth change in direction than there would be if
the arm changed at the same time.

‘Tone Triangle’
Tone is made up of a balance of three different aspects: bow weight, bow placement,
and bow speed. Unlike the violinist and violist, the cellist plays in a sitting position that “places
him above the strings” that allows for the “utilization of natural arm weight” (Long, 1958, p.
53). This arm weight can be too much if students press down into the string instead of releasing
or sinking their arm weight into the string. Janós Starker said that tone is like “two kinds of
butter that the bow (metaphorically) spreads on the strings” (Whale, 2010, p. 27). The first is
‘peanut butter’ where the cellist draws “the bow thickly over the string, creating a gloriously
rich and intense sound” (Whale, 2010, p.27). The second is ‘melted butter’ that “is created with
a light, floating bow, producing an airy, ethereal tone” (Whale, 2010, p. 27).
Bow placement is how close the bow is to the bridge or the fingerboard. Bow placement
does have some effect on the dynamics of the cello, but also affects tone because as the left
hand moves to higher playing positions the bow moves closer to the bridge. For example, a
seventh position D5 would be played with the bow closer to the bridge than a first position B3.
The importance of change in bow placement is even more drastic when playing on the lower
strings, G and C strings.
Bow speed (how fast or slow the bow is moving across the strings) and the control of
bow speed is affected by the bow weight and placement. Though the term ‘speed’ could be
misunderstood to mean or be related to the tempo of a piece, bow speed is not. A long,
sustained note cannot be played with a quick bow and needs enough bow weight so there is
resistance without causing a scratching sound. The bow’s “motion should be smooth and

consistent and avoid any tendency of the bow to bounce as the hair touches the string” (Long,
1958, p. 54).
As control becomes better, a combination of arm, hand, and wrist movement will make
sure that there is a “smooth change of bow at heel and point, and in any part of the bow”
(Long, 1958, p. 54). Thus, the ‘tone triangle’ is a balance of bow weight, placement, and speed.
This balance of the tone triangle ideas can be thought of in the following ways:
With a change in volume (pressure) weight: the speed must change while the
contact point stays the same, or the contact point must change while the speed
stays the same. With a change in speed: the contact point must change while the
volume stays the same, or the volume must change while the contact point stays
the same. With a change in contact point: the speed much change while the
volume stays the same, or the volume must change while the speed stays the
same (Mantel, 1975, p. 126).
Once a student understands these three concepts and their applications, he should
“experiment by himself. The tonal image in his own ear is the precious factor to cultivate. The
player will draw from the instrument as beautiful a sound as he demands from it” (Applebaum
& Applebaum, 1972, p. 286).

Arm Weight
Arm weight is the heaviness of the arm into the string through the bow. This weight
should not come from pressing the string down but instead should be a feeling of relaxation
into the string from the back, into the shoulder, down the upper arm and forearm, and finally

into the wrist, hand, and fingers. When thinking about arm weight, a cellist can apply the
previously discussed ideas from Janós Starker of drawing the bow through either peanut butter
or melted butter.
The exercise in Figure 1 is intended to have the student experiment with the amount of
right-arm bow weight needed to produce a good tone. Feeling what “too much” or “too little”
arm weight is like allows students to the be able to find the middle ground and what amount of
weight is needed. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and should be
practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 1
Bow Arm Weight Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Bow Placement
The contact point of the bow is any point between the bridge and the fingerboard of the
cello. There are musical terms such as sul tasto (to play over the fingerboard) and sul ponticello
(to play over the bridge) that composers may use if they have a very specific sound color they
want. Otherwise, a cellist can choose the contact point of the bow based on the tone they have
in mind to produce when playing.
If the contact point is shifted toward the bridge either the speed of the bow
must be diminished or the pressure must be increased; in the latter case the
volume will also increase. Shifting toward to fingerboard has the opposite effects
(Mantel, 1975, p. 124).
The exercise in Figure 2 is intended to have the student experiment with the placement
of the bow between the fingerboard and the bridge. Hearing and feeling the difference of
playing sul tasto and sul ponticello allows students to feel how close to the bridge they can play
while keeping good tone. The student should play both notes on the same string as this will
help build the foundation that the bow needs to be closer to the bridge when playing higher on
the string. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and should be practiced on
the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 2
Bow Placement Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Bow Speed
The speed of the bow can be either fast or slow depending on the demands of the
passage being played. Bow strokes can increase or decrease in speed depending on a variety of
factors. “A higher bow speed required either increased pressure, which makes the sound
louder, or a shift of the contact point toward the fingerboard” (Mantel, 1975, p. 123).
The exercise in Figure 3 is intended to have the student experiment with the change of
bow speed happening either within the same bow or at the bow direction change. This builds
the foundation for techniques like accents and the ability to transition from a fast bow speed

quickly but seamlessly to a slow speed. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it
can and should be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 3
Bow Speed Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Combining All Three
The combination and balance of arm weight, contact point, and bow speed is the key to
having a good tone and effectively applying the tone triangle. “In order to achieve greater
volume it is necessary to exert greater pressure on the string. At the same time either the
speed of the bow must be increased or the contact point must be shifted to the bridge”

(Mantel, 1975, p. 122). This concept is complicated when considering how the left-hand
placement and string thickness also effects the movement of the bow. Cellists must spend
enough time practicing and playing to intuitively be able to use the concepts of the ‘tone
triangle’ to know how produce a good tone while also considering other musical factors, such
as dynamic level.

Countermotion
Since the movement toward the tip of the bow pushes the arm farther away from the
body, countermotion of the torso keeps the body in balance bow on the string. Countermotion
is supported by a slight pronation in the bow hand.
Pressure on the bow is acquired mainly by using the relaxed weight of the arm
and shoulder. This will have to be supplemented, chiefly in the upper part of the
bow, with pressure of the first finger and the bent thumb (Applebaum &
Applebaum, 1972, p. 285).

Left-hand Technique
Left-hand cello technique also plays an important part in the production of tone. Unlike
other left-hand technique exercises/études that focus on finger movement, independence, and
dexterity, the following exercises will focus on the use of arm weight, finger pressure, and
vibrato. It is important that the left arm is balanced so that the cellist feels like they are pulling
the string to the fingerboard like an archer drawing a bow and arrow. Many students push the
string down, which leads not only to slow finger movements and tension in the hand but also

results in the inability of the string to vibrate to its full potential. Balance of the left arm will
allow for the consideration of finger pressure, which is often not addressed by teachers. Arm
weight and finger pressure should “come from hand and arm weight, not from squeezing the
thumb or from the fingers alone” (Long, 1958, p. 55). The thumb must be addressed because
the “primary function of the thumb [is] to maintain position while playing open strings” (Long,
1958, p. 55). Use of weight instead of squeezing allows for enough freedom in the left hand to
have a vibrato that “keeps the sound healthy, free and vibrant” (Harrell, 2015, p. 71).

Arm Weight
Like the bow arm, the arm weight of the left hand into the fingerboard comes from
gravity, resulting in the string touching the fingerboard. Having an arm weight that is too heavy
does not allow the string to vibrate and results in a pinched sound, while an arm weight that is
too light makes either a harmonic or fuzzy and undefined tone.
The exercise in Figure 4 is intended to have the student experiment with the change in
the left-arm weight needed to pull the string to the fingerboard. Students should always feel as
if their arm is sinking into the fingerboard, never pressing, or pushing. As the student transitions
from the first finger to the fourth finger, they should note that their arm will need to move to
stay balanced and to keep a centered pitch and tone. Though this exercise is written out for the
D-string, it can and should be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 4
Left-Arm Weight Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Finger Weight
The weight that pulls the string to the fingerboard does not come from the arm alone.
Improper finger weight can cause the same problems as the improper arm weight: finger
weight that is too heavy does not allow the string to vibrate and results in a pinched sound,
while finger weight that is too light makes either a harmonic or fuzzy and undefined tone.
“Pressure for stopping the strings should come from hand and arm weight, not from squeezing
the thumb or from the fingers alone, though they contribute. The worst fault is thumb
pressure” (Long, 1958, p. 55). Squeezing in the hand and fingers can cause serious difficulties in
playing if it is allowed to continue.

The exercise in Figure 5 is intended to have the student experiment with the change of
finger weight that pulls the string into the fingerboard. The fingers should stay relaxed and the
thumb loose without squeezing. The fingers may naturally curve more toward the fourth finger
as the arm and hand move to keep relaxed while also keeping the pitch centered. Though this
exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and should be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings
as well.

Figure 5
Left-Hand Finger Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY.
Vibrato

Vibrato is the slight oscillation of pitch, both higher and lower than the written note.
The vibrato can range between wide or narrow, and slow or fast. When talking about vibrato,
cellist Pablo Casals said “There should be, first of all, a great deal of variety, and there are times
when we should not use any vibrato” (Applebaum & Applebaum, 1972, p. 276). Being able to
use a variety of vibrato allows cellists to create different colors and sounds in any situation.
The exercise in Figure 6 is intended to have the student experiment with the variety of
vibrato available. Keeping the same relaxed feeling in the arm, hand, and especially thumb is
important so that there is no tension. Movement does not come just from the hand, but also
the arm as it should move freely. Students may find that their fourth finger is hard to vibrate,
they can use the third finger as a support to the fourth finger. This exercise seeks to build a
foundation for transitioning between vibrato speeds so that students can do this freely when
performing. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and should be practiced
on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 6
Vibrato Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Bowing Effects on Tone Production
Being able to produce a good tone during long, slow bows are important, but are not
the only bowing that is used by cellists when playing. The ability to effectively play a variety of
bowings is essential to being a good cellist. “As a general rule… young musicians should try to
avoid enslaving themselves to the bowings which are marked. Rather than this, change them
frequently to create a quality and sonority of tone that you conceive in your mind” (Applebaum
& Applebaum, 1972, p. 280).

Détaché
Détaché is the most basic bow stroke for string instruments and is usually the first bow
stroke that musicians learn. The term détaché comes from a French word meaning detached. In

music, the word does not mean to play a detached stroke with space but instead is separate
bow strokes and occurs when “one pulled and pushed the bow with large, firm strokes to
obtain a clear, distinct sound” (Walden, 1998, p. 149).
The exercise in Figure 7 is intended to have the student feel the movement of a détaché
bow while keeping the concepts of the right and left hands in mind. The exercise moves from
four-quarter notes per pitch to two-quarter notes and finally to one-quarter note so that the
student starts with a lot of time to think about their hands. At one quarter-note per pitch the
student should be able to move smoothly through finger and arm balance changes in the lefthand while also keeping a consistent bow tone in the right hand. Though this exercise is written
out for the D-string, it can and should be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 7
Détaché Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Slurs
A slurred bow stroke is “the linking of several notes within one bow stroke” and is used
as a “stylistic device which provided contrast with détaché” (Walden, 1998, p. 152). Even
though the fingers on the left hand are changing, the bow stroke should stay steady and not
waver. If there is a large leap between notes, the bow may change its place between the bridge
and fingerboard to keep the volume and tone consistent.
The exercise in Figure 8 is intended to have the student feel the movement of different
types of slurred bowings while keeping the concepts of the right and left hands in mind. The
exercise starts with two notes slurred together, to three notes, and finally four note slurs.

These exercises should be practiced starting up bow and down bow. The octave leap should
stay on the same string so that students can practice shifting under a slurred bow. The exercise
that slurs across two strings are to practice string crossings while slurring as an introduction to
techniques like bariolage. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and should
be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 8
Slur Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Spiccato
Spiccato is performed in the middle of the bow with the bounce staying in the control of
the player instead of the bow bouncing itself. In the spiccato stroke it is important to keep the
wrist loose but still, and the forearm moving.
The exercise in Figure 9 is intended to have the student feel the motion of a controlled
spiccato. At a slow tempo, the bow movement is like a blocked shaped-U brush stroke, making
sure that there is a lot of hair touching the string while still coming off at the end of each stroke.
As the tempo increases, the amount of hair being used is less, so the U becomes thinner and
shallower in its shape, like a V. Though this exercise is written out for the D-string, it can and
should be practiced on the A, G, and C-strings as well.

Figure 9
Spiccato Exercise

Note. A video explaining and demonstrating how to play the exercises above can be found at
https://youtu.be/uc9VVmreNvY

Full Body
Use of Back
Though the movement while playing the cello is seen mostly through the movement of
the arms, hands, and wrists, the back is important as it is the ‘root’ of the playing. “Most cellists
who don’t have the fullest and deepest resonating tone don’t use their back” (Harrell, 2015, p.
70). When playing the cello, a cellist must “sit in such a way that he is utilizing muscles of the
back and torso, not just those of the arms, wrists, and fingers” (Long, 1958, p. 53). Use of just
the arm, wrist, and fingers when playing will not allow for cellists to get a full, resonating sound
from the instruments and leads to playing with tension to make up for lack of sound. Cellists
can feel the use of their back muscles by “pull[ing] the bow from the frog to the tip and back, it
should be from [the] large back muscles and as little as possible from the smaller right pectoral
muscle, right elbow, wrist, forearm or first finger” (Harrell, 2015, p. 71). Using the larger back
muscles allows cellists to relax more into the string as it takes the least amount of effort and
“making a good sound requires total freedom of the right arm” (Harrell, 2015, p. 71). This takes
a combination of the right-hand techniques that were already talked about as a cellist must
“feel how the string is vibrating, how much you are pulling the bow and where you are playing
between the bridge and the fingerboard, in a state of complete relaxation” (Harrell, 2015, p.
71).

Relaxation
The overall concept that can be applied to any technique and playing situation is
relaxation. Cole states that “[t]he companion element to the importance of good form is

relaxation. I do not mean relaxation of the muscles in use, but of other muscles. If they are
tense, they impede the exercise of the muscles being used” (Applebaum & Applebaum, 1972, p.
285). Tension makes the fingers, arms, and body slow and unwilling to move easily, while being
relaxed allows for freedom and ease of movement while playing. Whenever cellists are playing,
exercises should “be devised for strengthening the fingers of both hands while keeping the
upper arms and shoulders relaxed. This allows free use of the weight of our bodies to provide
much of the strength; the endurance which is required” (Applebaum & Applebaum, 1972, p.
285).

Summary
Development of tone should start from the first lesson as this quality is what draws
many cellists to choose the instrument. A cellist must spend many hours playing to master the
many techniques need to play with a tone that is characteristic of a cello and reflects what
drew them to the cello initially. By using their ear and listening to what they are playing, they
will learn to know when they have accomplished their goal and are able to play with a good
tone.
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